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ABSTRACT: Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) is a situation that affects the eye and it is a complication that
occurred due to diabetes. It can be detected using retinal fundus photographs. Traditional image processing
methods have some limitations to analyse data and hidden patterns from the images. Deep neural networks
have been successfully applied in many computer vision tasks in the recent years. In this paper, we have
applied pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models VGG16 and MobileNetV1 on the publically
available retinal fundus image dataset on kaggle. We have applied pre-processing and augmentation
techniques that helps to improve the accuracy in feature extraction. The experiment is carried out using
35,126 retinal funds image dataset available from kaggle with five class labels. Transfer learning with fine
tune on pre-trained VGG16 and MobileNetV1 obtained the training accuracy of 89.42% and 89.84%
respectively. The test accuracy achieved by VGG16 is 89.51% and MobileNetV1 is 89.77%.
Keywords: pre-trained convolutional neural networks, transfer learning, diabetic retinopathy.
I. INTRODUCTION

The experiment is conducted on the dataset used from
Kaggle data repository that contains 35,126 retinal
fundas images that falls into five classes. Two CNN
models, VGG16 and MobileNet V1 applied with transfer
learning and fine tuning and performance analysis is
carried out using various parameters.
The paper organises as follows. Section 2 contains the
background and related work. Section 3 explains the
experimental methods. Section 4 explains the dataset
and results obtained during experiment. Section 5
contains discussion and conclusion.

Diabetes, also known as Diabetes mellitus is a
metabolic disease is a condition of a body when there is
an availability of high blood sugar in the blood. It is a
chronic disease and can damage many body organs
especially eyes. Diabetic retinopathy is a situation that
affects the eye and it is caused by uncontrolled blood
sugar in the body. It is a complication that occurred due
to diabetes and it damaged the eye that leads to
irreversible loss in vision. Early detection of diabetic
retinopathy is essentially helpful for prognosis. Diabetic
retinopathy is commonly detected through retinal fundus
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
image [1]. There is a lack of clinical facilities available in
Diabetic retinopathy (DR) normally has no early warning
many countries that generate barriers in timely
signs and in some cases no symptoms. There are many
diagnosis.
types of medical examinations can take place to
The recent advancements in Information and
diagnose the disease. One of the examination is called
Communication Technology (ICT) greatly impact in
fundus photography, where the experts can examine
improving health care facilities. Computer vision
blood vessels, nerve tissues condition and other
integrated with artificial intelligence is able to recognize
necessary things [3].
and understand images and represent the data that
helps to execute actions. It has been shown promising
results in the field of healthcare. Deep learning, a
subfield of machine learning, is made up with layered
architecture that helps to analyse the data. With the
increased complexity in the medical imaging data, deep
learning architecture make computers to process,
analyze, recognize and classify medical images.
(b) Mild DR
(c) Moderate DR
(a) No DR
Convolutional neural network (CNN) is a kind of deep
learning architecture made up with one or more
convolutional layers and mainly used for digital image
processing, segmentation and classification work. In last
few years, it has successfully applied to process and
analyse medical image data including retinal fundus
image [2]. This paper represents the application of CNN
(e) Proliferative DR
(d) Severe DR
models to detect and classify the diabetic retinopathy
Fig.
1.
Retinal
Images
for
Diabetic
Retinopathy with
from retinal funds images. A retinal fundas image is
Disease Grades
taken as an input to the CNN model that extracts the
features automatically and generates an output.
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Majority of the research has been considered five
classes of diabetic retinopathy as mentioned in following
figure 1. The Fig. 1 shows the stages of diabetic
retinopathy that encompasses through No DR, Mild DR,
Moderate DR, Severe DR and Proliferative DR [4]. The
experts examine the above images for diagnosis for DR
with its grades. However, Computer enabled diagnosis
of diabetic retinopathy has been discovered as a
potential approach by many researchers since last few
years. It reduces the barriers of having accessibility of
experts and even may help to remove inconsistent
diagnosis.
Many researchers worked in the area of implementing
computer enabled diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy.
Traditional digital image processing techniques involves
steps like image pre-processing, segmentation, feature
extraction and classification. Tanthuwapathom, R. et al.
[5] used image processing including
image
segmentation techniques for detecting diabetic
retinopathy. They have experimented on 60 retina
images and achieved accuracy up to 85%.
Ratanapakorn, Tanapat et al., [6] developed software
for diagnosing diabetic retinopathy from fundus
photograph using techniques of digital image
processing. They have experimented on 400 funds
images and achieved results as 98%, 67% and 96.25%
for sensitivity, specificity and accuracy respectively. R.J.
Winder [7] et al., carried out an extensive literature
survey on availability of different algorithms at various
stages of image processing. K. Bhatia et al., [8]
represented their work on applying machine learning
classifying algorithms for detecting diabetic retinopathy.
They have extracted different features first and then
applied various classification algorithms including SVM,
decision tress etc. Al-hazaimeh, Obaida et al., [9]
represented an effective method based on image
processing that detecting diabetic retinopathy that
includes various stages from pre-processing to
classification. Z. Gao et al., [10] presented their work for
automatic diagnosis of DR using deep neural networks.
They were able to active the accuracy of 88.72%. Harry
Pratt et al., [11] presented an approach for detecting DR
using CNN. They have achieved sensitivity of 95% and
an accuracy of 75%. Lam, C. et al., [12] used CNN on
color fundus image for recognizing the staging in DR.
they have used transfer learning on pre-trained models.
Gulshan V et al., [13] created an algorithm using deep
learning techniques for recognition of diabetic
retinopathy and macular edema. There is a waveletbased fusion method is proposed for MRI and PET
images by Kumar, A. et al., [14]. Also, a comprehensive
review of detecting edge in an image is presented by
Patel, A. et al., [15].
In recent years, many researchers have been applied
deep learning architectures for detecting DR. Many of
them considered CNN as an effective architecture as it
provides feature extraction without manual intervention.
III. METHODS
Convolutional neural network (CNN) is a deep learning
architecture that made up with convolutional layers,
pooling layers, fully connected layers and activation
functions. The architecture of CNN is basically inspired
by working of the visual cortex of a human brain and it
designed to mimic the It forms on the basis of regular
Patel

neural network architecture that consists of input layers,
one or more hidden layers and output layers. CNN
image classification takes an image as input, process it
using hidden layers and classify it as an output [16].
CNN uses convolution layers that extract features from
an image automatically [17]. For that, it uses small
squares that preserve relationship between pixels. It
also uses set of filters or commonly known as kernels
that are used to produce the output image. It generates
feature map also known as an activation map. To
reduce the amount of dimensionality, pooling is
implemented by pooling layers. It performs on each
feature map generated by convolutional layer and
always added after convolutional layer. The commonly
used pooling operations are max, sum, average etc.
Activation function is also known as transfer function
and it can be linear and non-linear. Sigmoid, Tanh,
ReLU and leaky ReLU are the most commonly used
activation functions. There are many networks are
evolved in past few years that are based on
convolutional neural network. A very first architecture
introduces was LeNet and subsequently AlexNet, ZF
Net, GoogLeNet, VGGNet, ResNets, DenseNet and
MobileNet are introduced.
VGG16: Among of all other CNN based models, VGG16
is a CNN architecture that is proposed by K. Simonyan
and A. Zisserman in 2014 [18]. It was developed from
Visual Geometry Group Lab of Oxford University
andVGG16 was a winner of 2014 ILSVRC competition.
It achieved 92.7% top-5 test accuracy and it has been
implemented on ImageNet dataset that contains 14
million images belonging to 1000 classes. The following
Fig. 2 shows the architecture of VGG16 with input, set
of convolution and pooling layers and an output [19].

Fig. 2. Architecture of VGG16.
The input to the VGG16 is a fixed size 224 × 224 image
in RGB, having dimensions set as (224, 224, 3). It then
passes through two convolutional layers where 3X3
filters are used. It followed by pooling layer that uses
max pooling with stride of 2 × 2. It again passed through
a set of two convolutional layers followed by one pooling
layer. It then passes through the sequence of
convolutional layers and pooling layers. At the end,
there are three fully connected (FC) layers available that
follow a stack of convolutional layers.
These layers are having different architecture than its
predecessor layers. The first two dense layers consists
4096 channels each. The last dense layer is a softmax
layer having 1000 channels as it predicts from 1000
classes available in the ImageNet dataset.
MobileNet V1: A special kind of deep learning network
called MobileNet V1 is introduced for applications
related to mobile and embedded visions[20]. The base
of this network is depth wise separable neural networks.
A set of two hyper parameters are used for building
MobileNet which is very small and having low latency.
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There are many real time applications are available that
used MobileNet as depicted in Fig. 3 [21].

Fig 3. An Architecture of Depth-wise Separable
Convolution.
A single filter is applied to each input channel in
MobileNet. The outputs are combined by applying a 1×1
convolution using the pointwise convolution. In a single
step, a standard convolution performs filters and
combines inputs into a new set of output. For that, there
are two layers used that are split from depthwise
separable convolution. Therefore, there is separate
layer available to filter and separate layer available to
combine. This has made a drastic impact on reduction
of size and computation. MobileNet has 28 layers
including depthwise and pointwise convolutions as
separate layers. It does essentially helpful to develop
smaller and faster networks. MobileNet has emerged an
effective base network for object detection model.
Transfer Learning and Fine Tuning: CNN is
successfully applied in many computer vision tasks and
other applications. When a CNN model is applied to a
dataset of a real time application, it is required to train
the CNN model. It is very time consuming and
computationally expensive to train the whole model from
scratch. Rather, a common approach is to use a pretrained CNN model that has been already trained on a
very large dataset. Here, the weights are reused in one
or more layers from a pre-trained model by either
keeping all weights fixed or fine tune the model [22]. It
means transfer the knowledge gained from one model
to another model. It makes the learning process of a
new model fast and more accurate.
In first approach, a pre-trained CNN model is used as
feature extractor for a new dataset. Therefore, only last
fully connected layer is replaced according to the
number of classes available in new dataset. Here,
except the last layer, all other layers are freeze during
training. Freezing layers are not updated during training
process on a new dataset [23].
Another approach is to fine-tune the CNN model where
along with replacement of the last fully connected layer,
the weights of the pre-rained network are fine-tune by
continuing the backpropagation. It is possible to either
fine tune all the layers by adjusting their weights or
keeping lower layers static and only fine-tune some
higher level layers. The lower layers are normally
extract general features but it become more specific
when it goes to higher level layers [24].
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IV. DATASET AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section explains the dataset and the results
obtained during an experiment.
Dataset Description: For diabetic retinopathy
detection, we have taken the dataset with resized
images from kaggle [25]. The dataset contains 35,126
retina scan images. This dataset is based on the original
dataset available at kaggle for Diabetic Retinopathy
Detection in the 2015 competition [26, 4]. Images in this
dataset are resized from the original images into size of
224 × 224 pixels. This is the standard size that can be
used with many pre-trained models. The images are
organized in five folders respective to their class. The
folders are ranges from 0 to 4 where 0 represents No
DR, 1 represents Mild, 2 represents Moderate, 3
represents Severe and 4 represents Proliferate DR.
There are 35,126 images labeled as No DR, 2443
images labeled as Mild, 5292 images labeled as
Moderate, 873 labeled as severe and 708 labeled as
Proliferate DR.
Data pre-processing: In data pre-processing, often
normalization is carried out first. Images are defined as
matrices of pixel values. Normalization defines as a
process that changes the range of pixel intensity
values[25][26]. Colored images are defined by RGB
where pixel range is between 0 and 255. If it passed in
its original format, it may make the training and
evaluation of neural network model difficult. Therefore, it
is necessary to scale the pixel values before passing it
into CNN model. For that, pixel values are scaled having
a value in range between 0 to 1. For that, it is necessary
to divide all pixels values by the largest pixel value 255
[27, 28].
After normalization, a Gaussian blur is applied to an
image by a Gaussian function. It helps to reduce the
noise from an image. Blurring or smoothing images
using Gaussian blur removes rapid changes in pixel
intensity by removing outlier pixels. These outlier pixels
may be noise existed in an image [29]. The following
Fig. 4 represented the effect of applying Gaussian blur
to the left and right eye fundus images.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. (a) original fundus image of right eye (b) after
applying Gaussian Blur (c) original fundus image of left
eye (d) after applying Gaussian Blur
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Data Augmentation: CNN model requires enough
optimizer. We have split the dataset into training,
training data to train a model which is not satisfied in the
validation and testing by keeping ratio of 70-20-10
domain of medical data analysis due to unavailability of
respectively. We have also measured losses occurred
labeled data. For that data augmentation is necessary
during training and validation. Losses are the errors
that reduces overfitting of the model and thus improves
occurred in the process of prediction while training of
the localization capability. We have applied real time
the model. The optimum training process always
augmentation, where during each epoch; a radom
reduces the errors and increases the accuracy. When
augmentation of images was performed. It helps to
consistent accuracy and loss obtained, training could be
solve the problem of less data during training of the
stopped.
network[30].
Using Pre-trained CNN for feature extraction by
Hardware and Software: We have carried out
replacing the last fully connected layer: We have
experiment using Keras and Tensorflow deep learning
experimented two approaches where first is using prepackages. We have used Google Colab notebook and
trained CNN as a feature extractor and replaced only
executed code on Google’s GPU using Google’s cloud
the last fully connected layer with dense layer with 256
servers. Colab supports a development environment in
nodes with Relu activation function, added dropout to
Python that makes easy to use other packages like
avoid overfitting and classification layer with 5 classes
NumPy, Matplotlib etc. We have used these packages
that are respective to No DR, Mild, Moderate, Severe
for data visualization.
and Proliferative DR and Softmax activation function. All
Experiments: VGG16 and MobileNet V1 models were
other layers were freeze during the training. The
trained on the acquired dataset using transfer learning
following Table 1 represented the results of experiment
and fine tuning. For training, we used a batch size of 32,
carried out.
epoch as 25 and learning rate as 0.001 with SGD
Table 1: Results of using pre-trained CNN as a feature extractor
CNN Model
VGG16
MobileNet V1

Number of
Training
Parameters
21M
16M

Training
Accuracy

Training
Loss

Validation
Accuracy

Validation
Loss

Testing
Accuracy

Testing
Loss

89.38%
89.39%

0.3033
0.3299

89.39%
89.40%

0.3051
0.4554

89.40%
89.40%

0.3051
0.4554

Here, both of the models provide almost same accuracy
where VGG16 achieved 89.38% training accuracy and
MobileNet V1 achieved 89.39% training accuracy.
VGG16 achieved 89.39% validation accuracy and
MobileNet V1 achieved 89.40% validation accuracy
which is similar to each other. Both of the model
obtained accuracy of 89.40% while testing.
The parameters learned are 21M and 16M respectively
for VGG16 and MobileNet V1. The following figure 5
shows the graph of accuracy and loss for both training
and validation obtained by VGG16. While figure 6
shows the same graph for MobileNet V1.
(a)

(a)
(b)
Fig 6. (a) Model accuracy and b) loss obtained using
pre-trained CNN as a feature extractor for MobileNetV1
Fine-tune the pre-trained CNN model by replacing
set of convolutional layers: The second approach is
to fine-tune the pre-trained model by keeping lower
layers freeze and fine tune the higher layers along with
(b)
fully connected last layer. We have freeze all the layers
Fig 5. (a) Model accuracy and (b) loss obtained using
of VGG16 and MobileNetV1 except last fully connected
pre-trained CNN as a feature extractor for VGG16.
layer and three more convolutional layers. We have rePatel
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trained the last three convolutional layers and replaced
the last fully connected layer with dense layer that has
256 nodes with Relu activation function, added dropout
to avoid overfitting and classification layer with 5 classes
that are respective to No DR, Mild, Moderate, Severe

and Proliferative DR and Softmax activation function.
Therefore, training is required to these layers to fine
tune the pre-trained CNN model on our dataset. The
following Table 2 represented the results of experiment
carried out using the above mentioned approach.

Table 2: Results of fine tune the pre-trained CNN models.
CNN Model
VGG16
MobileNet
V1

Number of
Training
Parameters
21M
16M

Training
Accuracy

Training
Loss

Validation
Accuracy

Validation
Loss

Testing
Accuracy

Testing
Loss

89.42%

0.2890

89.52%

0.2829

89.51%

0.2830

89.84%

0.2689

88.79%

0.3215

89.77%

0.3210

Here, VGG16 achieved 89.42% training accuracy and
MobileNet V1 achieved 89.84% training accuracy, which
is slightly better than VGG16. During validation, VGG16
achieved 89.52% accuracy and MobileNet V1 achieved
88.79% accuracy.

(b)
Fig 8. (a) Model accuracy and b) loss obtained during
fine tune the pre-trained CNN for MobileNetV1

(a)

Finally, MobileNetV1 obtained 89.77% testing accuracy
which is higher than VGG16. The following figure 7
shows the graph of accuracy and loss for both training
and validation obtained by VGG16. While figure 8
shows the same graph for MobileNet V1.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

(b)
Fig. 7. (a) Model accuracy and b) loss obtained during
fine tune the pre-trained CNN for VGG16

There is a great demand in availability of automated
diagnostic system for diabetic retinopathy. It is always
acceptable to have devices that directly diagnosis the
disease from the fundus image without much clinical
intervention. We have experimented the pre-trained
VGG16 and MobileNetV1 using transfer learning and
fine tuning on relatively small dataset that contains 5
classes and 35,126 ratinal fundus images. From the
results obtained, it is concluded that fine tuning the pretrained CNN model by replacing higher level layers is
giving more accuracy compare to only replace the last
fully connected layer. Moreover, MobileNetV1 provided
slightly better accuracy compare to VGG16.
MobileNetV1 is computationally less expensive CNN
model and specially designed to use with embedded
systems. In future, it is possible to devise an automated
embedded device for diabetic retinopathy detection
using MobileNetV1 as a pre-trained CNN model.
VI. FUTURE SCOPE
Experiment can be performed on different dataset to
evaluate the results. Also, CNN network can be trained
from scratch to see the impact on accuracy.
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